ABSTRACT: Insights into the growth of high edge density carbon nanostructures were achieved by a systematic parametric study of plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Such structures are important for electrode performance in a variety of applications such as supercapacitors, neural stimulation, and electrocatalysis. A morphological trend was observed as a function of temperature whereby graphenated carbon nanotubes (g-CNTs) emerged as an intermediate structure between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) at lower temperatures and vertically oriented carbon nanosheets (CNS), composed of few-layered graphene, at higher temperatures. This is the first time that three distinct morphologies and dimensionalities of carbon nanostructures (i.e., 1D CNTs, 2D CNSs, and 3D g-CNTs) have been synthesized in the same reaction chamber by varying only a single parameter (temperature). A design of experiments (DOE) approach was utilized to understand the range of growth permitted in a microwave PECVD reactor, with a focus on identifying graphenated carbon nanotube growth within the process space. Factors studied in the experimental design included temperature, gas ratio, catalyst thickness, pretreatment time, and deposition time. This procedure facilitates predicting and modeling high edge density carbon nanostructure characteristics under a complete range of growth conditions that yields various morphologies of nanoscale carbon. Aside from the morphological trends influenced by temperature, a relationship between deposition temperature and specific capacitance emerged from the DOE study. Transmission electron microscopy was also used to understand the morphology and microstructure of the various high edge density structures. From these results, a new graphene foliate formation mechanism is proposed for synthesis of gCNTs in a single deposition process.
■ INTRODUCTION
Nanostructured carbon materials have existed as a prominent area of materials research for over two decades, from the discovery of Buckminsterfullerenes 1 to carbon nanotubes 2 and more recently graphene, 3 including freestanding carbon nanosheets 4 with thickness less than 1 nm. Recent reviews of graphene synthesis can be found in refs 5−7. Combinations of CNT and graphene materials systems have been reported in two-stage processes 8−10 using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), and intrinsic chemical bonding between few-layered graphene (FLG) sheets and the carbon nanotube (CNT) framework was demonstrated. 9 Potential applications of these graphene/CNT hybrid materials include supercapacitors, 11, 12 lithium ion batteries, 13 transparent conductive electrodes, 14 neural stimulation electrodes, 15 and carbon nanotube field effect transistors. 16 Recently, we have developed a single PECVD process 15, 17 to grow few-layered graphene on the sidewalls of carbon nanotubes, referred to as graphenated carbon nanotubes (gCNTs) (Figure 1 ). The current contribution further develops our understanding of the nature of this simultaneous CNT/ FLG hybrid growth and the growth of related high edge density carbon nanostructures. The importance of deposition temperature on carbon nanostructure morphology and dimensionality is highlighted. Additionally, a connection between deposition temperature, graphene edge density, and specific capacitance is provided, and an alternative phenomenological growth model is proposed.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Carbon Nanostructure Preparation. N-type conductive silicon (100) wafers with resistivity of 1 Ω/cm were coated with iron catalyst at RTI International using a CHA electron beam evaporation system. Wafers were coated with 2, 5, or 12 nm Fe catalyst layers, yielding three different thicknesses for the parametric study.
Carbon nanostructures were grown using a 915 MHz microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (MPECVD) system. Substrates initially undergo a temperature ramp-up step during which the substrate is raised to the desired deposition temperature in 100 sccm NH 3 , followed by striking and tuning a plasma at 21 Torr and 2.1 kW of magnetron input power. The process then enters the pretreatment phase, and the process parameters remain constant as the iron film dewets into catalyst nanoparticles. The deposition phase begins by changing the gas flow to the desired ratio of CH 4 :NH 3 . Details of the deposition system can be found in Cui et al. 18 Prior to each deposition experiment, substrates were cleaned in acetone and isopropanol. Repeatability was ensured by cleaning the deposition chamber with isopropanol between each experiment and performing a growth cycle without a substrate present to season the chamber. The purpose of this preliminary growth cycle was to bring the chamber to a reproducible state by exposure to a known amount of carbon prior to sample deposition on a substrate. During these seasoning runs, the chamber was heated to 850°C in 100 sccm NH 3 . Pretreatment continued for 15 min in NH 3 plasma, and deposition proceeded for 15 min using a gas flow of 150 sccm CH 4 and 50 sccm NH 3 . The screening experiments preceding the DOE employed a process space, as seen in Figure 2 , composed of temperature, pretreatment time, and gas ratio. Probing the corners of this cube revealed vertically aligned CNTs on the 800°C plane and ribbonlike carbon nanosheets on the 1100°C face ( Figure 2 ). All screening runs used 5 nm Fe catalyst thickness and 120 s deposition time. The temperature, pretreatment time, and gas ratio for the various structures can be found in Figure 2 . The carbon nanosheet morphology has been described previously as ultrathin sheet-like carbon nanostructures composed of vertical graphene layers. 19 This nanosheet morphology was achieved using the same substrate and growth conditions, aside from temperature, as those used for carbon nanotube films ( Figure  3 ). The full experimental design incorporated temperature, gas ratio, pretreatment time, deposition time, and catalyst thickness as factors and capacitance, Raman D/G ratio, CNT diameter, presence of CNTs, presence of CNSs, and second-order Raman scattering from Si as responses. While some of these results are outside the scope of this report, the effect of temperature on the DOE responses of greatest interest for high edge density carbon nanostructures are reported, including capacitance, presence of CNTs, and presence of CNSs.
Electrochemical Measurements. The electrochemical setup, including the cell and sample preparation, have been discussed in detail in a previous publication. 20 Briefly, a threeterminal electrochemical cell with working, counter, and reference electrodes (K0235 by Princeton Applied Research) was used. The working electrode was the nanostructured electrode under study, the counter electrode a Pt mesh (3−2.5 cm), and the reference a Ag wire in 1 M tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) and 0.01 M silver nitrate (AgNO 3 ) in acetonitrile (reference electrode RE-7 and its solution supplied by BioLogic). The reference electrode resided in a separate subsection of the cell connected to the region near the doublelayer interface of the working electrode by a Luggin−Haber capillary tube. The electrolyte used was 1 M LiClO 4 in acetonitrile. The potentiostat was a Bio-Logic SP-300. All chemicals were used as received.
For the electrochemical measurements, the sample was mounted on a piece of sheet metal using copper tape. An electrical contact was made by painting conductive silver epoxy on the nanostructure side. The nominal active area of the electrode as defined by a polytetrafluoroethylene gasket was 1.43 mm 2 . Area specific capacitance was calculated using cyclic voltammetry for scans taken at a scan rate of 100 mV/s for each sample. Specific capacitance was calculated using the expression
where C is the area specific capacitance and i(E) is the instantaneous current (A); V 1 and V 2 are the voltage end points (V); ν is the scan rate (V/s), and A is the nominal area of the sample (cm 2 ). Finally, the integral term in the numerator is the total voltammetric charge obtained in the positive sweep of the voltage in the window (V 2 − V 1 ).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temperature Effects on Morphology. The most influential factor in determining film morphology during the parametric study was temperature (Figure 4) . By varying temperature alone, the resultant film could consist of carbon nanotubes, graphenated carbon nanotubes, or carbon nanosheets. The deposition probabilities in Figure 4 are defined as the number of experiments performed that resulted in the given structure divided by the total number of experiments performed at that temperature. The solid curve is a standard least-squares regression profile based on experimental data from all run conditions used in the DOE study. To further illustrate this result, a temperature series from 950 to 1150°C was conducted using growth conditions of 180 s pretreatment time, 120 s deposition time, 5:1 CH 4 :NH 3 ratio, and 5 nm Fe catalyst layer for each experiment. As seen in Figure 5 , an increase in process temperature from 950 to 1000°C transitions the resultant nanostructures from CNTs to g-CNTs. When the growth temperature reaches 1100°C, the film is composed of CNSs with no nanotubes present. Thus, g-CNTs have emerged as an intermediate structure that lies between these two wellstudied morphologies with respect to the growth temperature. Recently, Stoner and Glass proposed a classification scheme for characterizing nanostructured carbon materials based on density of exposed graphene edges, called the electron density of graphene edges (EDGE) triangle 22 ( Figure 6 ). On the basis of studies by Randin and Yeager 23−25 comparing the capacitance of basal-and edge-exposed highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), graphene edges have an approximate 20-fold improvement in specific capacitance compared to planar graphene. As a result, the specific capacitance of an sp 2 -bonded carbon structure is a function of the relative concentration of edge plane exposure. 23, 26 As shown herein, varying growth temperature provides control of the edge density by enabling a transition between aligned carbon nanotubes, graphenated carbon nanotubes, and vertically oriented graphene nanosheets. Thus, all three corners of the EDGE triangle can be traversed in a counterclockwise direction by increasing temperature, which produces structural morphologies starting from the bottom edge (a-CNTs) to the right side edge (g-CNTs) to the left edge (CNSs). In summary, this corresponds to vertical arrays of 1D structures (a-CNTs) transitioning to 3D structures (g-CNTs) and then finally to 2D structures (CNSs) with increasing temperature.
A morphology that appears to bridge the g-CNT and CNS structures was observed for structures grown in the presence of metal substrates. An experiment was designed to examine the difference in morphology between nanostructures deposited on a silicon substrate with Fe catalyst and nanostructures grown directly on a metal substrate in a microwave PECVD Figure 5 . Morphology of the resultant films varies dramatically from the CNT structure at 950°C, to g-CNTs at 1000 and 1050°C, and to CNSs at 1100°C under constant growth conditions. environment. A Ni foil substrate without a separate catalyst layer was placed in the deposition chamber alongside a Si substrate with a 5 nm Fe catalyst layer, and nanostructures were formed at growth conditions usually associated with CNSs. The resultant film exhibited the nanosheet structure on the Ni substrate but formed a unique CNT-based hierarchical structure of ultrahigh foliate density g-CNTs, hereafter referred to as "ultra g-CNTs," incorporating multiple secondary nucleation of graphene foliates with CNSs occupying the space between CNTs (Figure 7) . The framework of the structure resembles conventional g-CNTs, whereas the surface of the nanotube structure resembles the vertically oriented CNSs. This extreme secondary nucleation resulted in an order of magnitude increase in tube diameter to ∼1.4 μm and may represent the region of ultrahigh edge density denoted by the question mark in Figure 6 .
Temperature Effects on Specific Capacitance. A leastsquares prediction profile from the DOE offers additional evidence of the relationship between temperature, morphology, and capacitance (Figure 8 ). The dashed lines in this plot represent 95% confidence intervals and the solid line is a leastsquares curve generated from data obtained during the parametric study. It is noteworthy that while temperature is the only process parameter represented in this plot, data from variations within other process parameters are included here as well. For example, capacitance data points at a certain temperature may originate from films grown at several pretreatment times or gas ratios, which were included in the least-squares model. In this way, capacitance may be analyzed as a function of deposition temperature in the context of the entire parametric study. The local maximum in capacitance that is clear from this plot exists in the temperature regime that resulted in graphenated carbon nanotube growth during this study (925−1050°C), indicating that the presence of fewlayered graphene foliates improves the capacitive response of the material as expected from the capacitance of edges versus basal planes of sp 2 -bonded nanostructures. Figure 9 illustrates two representative CV scans of CNTs and g-CNTs. The specific capacitance is extracted from the area under the CV curves, and it is apparent that the graphenated carbon nanotubes, grown at a higher temperature, display superior charge storage compared with that of traditional carbon nanotubes. Foliate Formation Mechanism. As process temperature is able to control the transition between the nanotube and nanosheet structures, with g-CNTs formed at intermediate temperatures, it is of interest to examine the mechanism for the formation of this new carbon nanostructure. A stress-buckling mechanism has been previously proposed by Parker et al., 17 whereby a residual stress buildup between CNT walls with disparate growth rates causes a protrusion, which fractures and serves as a nucleation site for graphene foliates. Here we present an alternative method of foliate nucleation and growth based on a plasma etching model.
In a study analyzing the effect of pretreatment time on graphene foliate formation, a trend was observed in the uniformity of foliate coverage along the vertical direction of the CNT forest. For a growth process without any pretreatment (transitioned from thermal ramp-up in ammonia plasma directly to the deposition in ammonia/methane plasma), CNTs were produced without evidence of foliate formation. However, when a pretreatment step was introduced, foliate Figure 7 . Ultra g-CNTs displaying multiple secondary nucleation of graphene foliates with increasing magnification from left to right. For comparison, the inset at the left represents typical g-CNTs, and the inset at the right is a CNS film grown on a silicon substrate. The framework of the structure can be seen to resemble typical g-CNTs as seen on the left, whereas the surface of the nanotube structure closely resembles vertically oriented graphene nanosheets. Nanosheets were also present at the substrate surface between the nanotube structures. Figure 8 . Standard least-squares prediction profile of capacitance (millifarads per square centimeter) as a function of deposition temperature (degrees Celsius) across all other variables within the parametric study. The solid line is a least-squares curve generated from data obtained during the parametric study, and the dashed lines in this plot represent 95% confidence intervals. The local maximum exists in the g-CNT morphological regime. Twenty-five samples were used to generate this least-squares model of capacitive response to temperature variation. formation occurred with higher foliate densities near the CNT tips and relatively few foliates formed near the CNT-substrate interface at low pretreatment time steps. As the pretreatment time increased, this foliate density gradient effect was diminished up to a pretreatment time of 6 min ( Figure 10 ). At this higher pretreatment time, the foliate coverage was uniform along the length of the CNTs within the forest.
To understand the precise effect of increasing pretreatment time on the catalyst at elevated temperatures, dewetting experiments were performed by halting the g-CNT growth process just before the growth stage (prior to exposure to a carbon source gas), thus producing a two-dimensional array of catalyst nanoparticles. The pretreatment time was varied from 0 to 9 min. As seen in Figure 10b , the porosity, measured as the ratio of empty space to catalyst nanoparticle area, increased as pretreatment time increased. Additionally, the average diameter of the catalyst particles decreased slightly with increasing pretreatment time.
CNT diameters have been found to have a linear relationship with the size of the nanoparticles that catalyze their growth;
27−30 thus, we propose that the increase in the porosity of the CNT forest provides increased access of the reducing gas phase etchants to the entire depth of the forest (Figure 10a ). As shown by Zeng et al., 10 a hydrogen plasma treatment of carbon nanotubes allowed for subsequent PECVD deposition of graphene nanosheets on the sidewalls of the CNTs, whereas without the hydrogen plasma treatment the consecutive step resulted in amorphous carbon deposition under the same growth conditions. It was proposed that some C−C bonds were replaced by C−H bonds and that some C−C bonds were broken by plasma bombardment, creating nucleation sites for the carbon nanosheets. During deposition of g-CNTs with a 50:150 sccm NH 3 :CH 4 ratio, a similar mechanism of sidewall etching from NH 3 radicals and simultaneous nucleation and deposition at the defect sites could account for the formation of graphene foliates in g-CNTs in the single deposition process reported here. This mechanism is also in agreement with the observations that the graphene foliates do not form until after a critical duration of growth time is reached and that the density of foliates increases with deposition time.
17 Figure 10 . Effect of duration of pretreatment step. (a) When the duration of the pretreatment step is increased, the foliate density gradient is reduced. For pretreatment times less than 6 min (3 min pictured at left), graphene foliates agglomerate near the CNT tips and few are present at the CNT-substrate interface. Increasing the pretreatment time to 6 min (pictured at right) results in even foliate coverage throughout the length of the CNT forest. For pretreatment times longer than 6 min, vertical alignment becomes poor because of weakening of the crowding effect. (b) Effects of increasing pretreatment time on catalyst nanoparticles without CNT deposition.
■ SUMMARY
The growth temperature of an MPECVD process was used to control the dimensionality and morphology of carbon nanostructures with a varying density of edges. Edge density can strongly affect charge concentration and is thus an important characteristic for such applications as supercapacitors, electrodes for neural stimulation, and electrocatalysis. An in-depth analysis using a design of experiments was performed yielding growth of CNT, g-CNT, and CNS films in the same MPECVD reactor. On the basis of statistical trends in this study, a parametric temperature series revealed that deposition temperature is the key factor in controlling nanostructure morphology, and g-CNTs emerged as a temperature-based transitional morphology between CNT and CNS structures. As predicted, 22 the edge density had a significant effect on specific capacitance with the nanostructure containing greatest graphene edge density, g-CNTs, exhibiting the highest specific capacitance. Finally, an alternative g-CNT growth model to the previous stress-buckling model 17 was proposed based on the plasma etching effect.
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